
Our theme for the month of July was Wallet and Money Magic and was hosted by the 
master of wallet effects himself, Roy Miller.  Roy started off the evening with an effect 
called Enjoy your Daiquiri.  Our Ring president, Nick Paul, followed up with an effect 
where the name of a mentally selected card was revealed by appearing written on the 
backs of bills removed from his wallet.  I think that this is a use of Paul Wilson’s 
Predator Wallet. Harry Mandel performed a burned and restored bill effect where the bill 
was burned in “magic paper from the 60’s”.  You had to be there or you missed a good 
time (in the 60’s I mean!).  Bob Lusthaus pulled out a business card wallet and performed 
Hen Fetch’s Wallet Wallop, where a selected card vanishes from the deck and appears in 
the business card wallet.  Bob Weinowitz performed a comical torn and restored bill 
followed by Roy Miller showing us how he tears new singles out of a checkbook style 
wallet.  Mike Goldman performed a nice impromptu coin routine using a borrowed 
quarter and then showed us his take on the classic $1 and $5 bill transposition.  Roy 
Miller showed us how he makes the big bucks, literally!  He changed a normal $1 into a 
jumbo $100 instantly.  Kevin Rhodehouse performed Joshua Jay’s Transporter, a clean 
version of card to wallet.  Roy Miller then demonstrated his own Miller’s Miracle Wallet, 
which takes the Himber wallet to a whole new level.  Dan Miller showed how he can 
drive bank tellers and cashiers crazy with his miscounting bill routine.  Ziggy closed the 
evening with a great routine where he turned a spectator into a magician.  He not only 
performed a torn and restored bill, he also vanished a signed bill in a burst of flame and it 
reappeared inside the box of matches.   
Thanks to Kevin Rhodehouse for writing this up while I stayed home to be with my 
grandchildren who were in from out of town.   
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